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Sacai des igner and founder Chitose Abe lends  her expertise and creative vis ion to the reimagining of Cartier's  class ic des ign. Image credit:
Cartier
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Having tapped the savvy of a household name in Japanese luxury fashion for a project inspired by its Trinity ring last
year, French jewelry maison Cartier is now signaling success by introducing the collection to new markets.

Chitose Abe, the fashion designer and founder of Sacai, collaborated with the heritage house back in March 2022 --
together, Ms. Abe and Cartier studio creatives crafted a modular moment, emblematic of the Trinity ring's
minimalist elements. Once limited to a lucky few located in Tokyo, where the fashion label is based, the brand is
rolling out the Trinity for Chitose Ave of Sacai collection in a number of additional markets worldwide.

Whole trinity
After testing the waters with a pop-up execution in Tokyo, followed by retail rounds in key cities, Cartier is finally
uniting U.S. customers with the fine jewelry assortment.

A partnership grounded in a reimagining of the jeweler's classic design, Trinity for Chitose Ave of Sacai collection
Ms. Abe's artistic vision. Six limited-edition bracelets, rings, ear cuffs and necklaces make up the capsule collection,
all playing upon Trinity's three-banded signature.

The Trinity ring invokes  a clean, gender-neutral look, bringing both a contemporary feel and the founder's  exploratory des ign to the table. Image
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With prices starting at $3,900, a temporary Tokyo pop-up in Omotesand, which ran from July 7 to July 25 last year,
initially introduced the capsule.

Additional locations were added in the event's aftermath -- the collection remains available for purchase at retail
locations throughout Japan, and at the Maison's Cheongdam store in South Korea. Cartier's New Bond Street and
Selfridges locations in the United Kingdom are also stocked, in addition to its new flagship (see story) at 13 Paix
and St Honor in France.

Now, on March 1, U.S. luxury buyers will also gain access.
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A post shared by sacaiofficial (@sacaiofficial)

Inspired by Cartier's heritage, bands feature contrasting metal materializations across the board, ranging from
silvery cool tones to warming gold hues.

The Trinity ring (see story) was originally conceptualized by Louis Cartier himself back in 1924.
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